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ABSTRACT 

 

Lesions in the floor of the mouth pose a challenging situation both clinically & surgically because this area exhibits 

tightly netted vital structures. Any infection/lesion could lead to its spread to mediastinum making the surgeons 

treatments modalities difficult. The lesion in this region ranges from most benign ranula to sinister carcinomas. 

Ranula is type of mucocele occurring in the lateral side of the floor of the mouth which is closely related to vital 

structures like the sublingual gland & lingual nerve. The terminology ranula represents the swelling which 

resembles a frog’s translucent underbelly. Ranulas are characteristically large, appears as translucent bluish fluctuant 

dome shaped swelling. While diagnosing, careful differential diagnosis should be carried out to rule out the other 

lesions occurring in the floor of the mouth like the lipoma, dermoid cyst, abscess, salivary gland lesions and vascular 

lesions. This paper highlights the clinical parameters, radiographic methods helping in differential diagnosis of 

ranula & treatment options available. Here we present a case of ranula occurring in lateral of floor of the mouth & 

its successful treatment by excision of the lesion.    
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INTRODUCTION 

The group of salivary gland lesions encompasses variety 

of lesions ranging from non- neoplastic entity to 

neoplastic lesions.  The non neoplastic category mainly 

consists of congenital/ developmental lesions, 

inflammatory lesions, obstructive lesions, cyst of 

salivary glands where as the neoplastic category consist 

of benign & malignant tumors. The cyst of salivary 

glands mainly embraces Mucocoele, Ranula & Salivary 

duct cyst. “Ranula” was first reported by Hippocrates & 

Celsius [1,2] & the terminology mainly gets its origin from 

the Latin term “Rana” which means frogs belly as the 

swelling resembles the frogs translucent underbelly.[2,3,4] 
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 There are various etiological factors that has been 

attributed to pathogenesis of ranula but the most 

accepted one is that it is mainly due to the trauma - direct 

trauma or from surgery to the floor of mouth.[1,4,5] In this 

there is rupture of the excretory duct resulting in 

extravasation of mucous in surrounding tissue leading to 

formation of pseudo cyst. [1-5] As ranula is mainly located 

in the floor of the mouth, poses a challenging situation 

both clinically & surgically because this area exhibits 

vital structures. Any lesion in this vicinity could lead to 

its spread to mediastinum creating a medical emergency 

& also makes the surgeons treatments modalities more 

challenging. Hence here we present a case report of 

ranula in left lateral floor of the mouth, its differential 

diagnosis with special emphasis on the treatment 

modalities in a nut shell.  

Case history-A 19 year old male patient reported to the 

department of oral medicine & radiology with a chief 

complaint of swelling in the left side of the floor of the 

mouth since 2 month. Patient give history of swelling of 
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the floor of the mouth which was initially small in size & 

gradually increased in size & attained the present size. 

Patient gives history of trauma to the mouth 4 months 

back. The lesion is not associated with pain or tenderness 

but the patient had difficulty in speech, mastication & 

swallowing.  Patient consulted a doctor for the above 

complain & was prescribed medicine but the swelling 

did not subside. On examination, a  single dome shaped 

well circumscribed asymptomatic, swelling measuring 

approx 3x3cm, bluish in color was present in the left side 

of the floor of the mouth extending from the 34- 37 

anterior- posteriorly & from lingual frenum to the lingual 

vestibule (Fig 1). 

 

 

                                         
Fig 1: Intraoral examination reveals a dome shaped bluish swelling extending from the 34- 37 anterior- 

posteriorly & from lingual frenum to the lingual vestibule 

 On palpation, the swelling was non tender, fluctuant, 

non compressible. There was no evidence of blanching 

& the swelling did not emptied on compression. 

Correlating the clinical finding, the case was 

provisionally diagnosed as “Ranula”. The patient was 

advised radiographic examination, which revealed no 

evidence of obstruction (Fig 2). 

 

                                          
Fig 2:Occusal radiograph                                                                              Fig 3:Depiction of spilled mucin 

 

 To rule out the possibility of the cervical ranula a 

radiopaque contrasting medium was injected in the 

sublingual space, this did not yield any result ruling out 

any possibility of cervical ranula. Aspiration yielded a 

thick viscous fluid. After preoperative investigations, 

excision of ranula was carried out under local anesthesia 

& was subjected to histopathological examination.  

Histopathological examination exhibited spilled mucin 

(Fig 3) with granulation tissue response (Fig 4, 5). The 

patient was followed up every week & recovery was 

uneventful. 
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Fig 4:Photomicrograph showing granulation                           Fig 5: Photomicrograph showing  

            tissue formation                                                                    granulation tissue response 

 DISCUSSION 

Hippocrates & Celsius were the authors who first 

reported about ranula. [2] Basically ranula is a mucous 

extravasation pseudo cyst with its location in the floor of 

the mouth where as the other type of extravasation 

phenomena that is mucocele occurs mainly on the lower 

lip. [1-6] Literature review reveals that clinically there are 

two types of ranula- oral & cervical/ plunging. 

The etiopathogenesis of ranula is mainly attributed to 

trauma & partial obstruction of sublingual duct (<10%). 

[2,5,7] Our case report is in accordance with observations 

of Dr. Suman Jaishankar et al,[1]B Godhi et al 2] Bardhan 

A et al,[5] Adam Cheng[7] where the authors attributed the 

formation of ranula to direct trauma leading to rupture of 

the duct resulting in accumulation of mucous in 

surrounding tissue & forming a pseudo cyst. Contrasting 

observation was noted by B Godhi et al who attributed  

another etiological factor, that is if a salivary duct is 

partially  block there is development of  secretory back 

pressure that causes  ruptures of the salivary duct causing 

the mucous to leak & accumulate in the adjacent tissues. 

[2] Pertaining to age in our case the patient was a young 

adult, similar observation was noted in studies of 

Garofalo S et al, [8] Onderoglu L et al, [9] Yuca K et al, [10] 

Gul A et al [11], Zhao YF [12] where the patients were 

mainly children & young adult. Similar to our 

observation, Dr.Suman Jaishankar et al, [1] B Godhi, [2] 

Shafer WG, [3] Neville, [4] Bardhan A [5] observed the 

most common site for ranulas as the lateral side of floor 

of the mouth. Pertaining to the clinical features, our case 

is in accordance with Dr.Suman Jaishankar et al, [1] B 

Godhi,[2] Shafer WG, [3] Neville, [4] Bardhan A [5], 

Baurmash HD [13] where they noted that clinically ranulas 

appear as blue, dome shaped, fluctuant asymptomatic 

swelling, the size varying from few centimeters to large 

size sometimes filling the floor of the mouth & elevating 

the tongue. To complete the discussion, a note on 

cervical/plunging ranula becomes mandatory as it has 

clinical significance. Cervical ranulas mainly occurs due 

to the sublingual gland projecting through the mylohoid 

muscle or the ectopic salivary gland exist on the cervical 

side, dehiscence or hiatus of mylohoid muscle & 

iatrogenically after surgery to remove the oral ranula/ 

sialoliths.[5] The cervical ranula appears as 

asymptomatic, enlarging, non tender, fluctuant mass 

lateral to the midline. The mass is not associated with 

thyroid gland. They have reported to extend up to retro 

pharynx, upper mediastinum.[14,15] The differential 

diagnosis of oral ranula occurring in floor of mouth 

encompasses a host of lesions like lipoma, hemangioma, 

dermoid cyst,  salivary gland lesions, lymphangioma. 

The diagnosis is often a clinical one based on typical 

history & appearance of mass. Lipomas are rare 

intraorally usually occurring in the buccal mucosa, floor 

of mouth, tongue & clinically appears as yellow mass 

with encapsulation. This can be confirmed by putting the 

tissue in the water & if the lesion exhibits buoyancy it is 

confirm that the lesion is lipoma. [3, 4, 6] Hemangiomas are 

developmental lesions with deep red color exhibiting 

compressibility & blanching on palpation. On 

compression it can be emptied & refilling is seen. [3, 4]           

Mucocele are commonly seen in lower lip with a history 

of lip biting & size is smaller when compared to ranulas. 

Salivary gland lesions mainly the muco epidermoid, 

adenoid cystic carcinoma & polymorphous low grade 

adenoid cystic carcinoma occur in the floor of the mouth 

&these lesions typically exhibits pain & bleeding. [3,4,6]                                                                                                          

which are not seen in ranulas. Radiological methods like 

high resolution ultrasound or sonography is beneficial in 

detecting the salivary stones, abscess & cyst & help to 

evaluate 90% of benign versus malignant tumors. 

Vascular lesions can be more effectively demonstrated 

with assistance from color Doppler imaging. In detail 

imaging can be a guiding force for exact planning of 

surgery. Ultimately a biopsy may be required for 

accurate diagnosis. [2] 

There are various modalities of treatment that be applied 

to treat the ranula. The treatment modalities include the 
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excision of the lesion with or without excision of 

ipsilateral sublingual gland, marsupilization, 

cryosurgery, CO2 laser excision. A sublingual gland 

excision involves the potential risk for injury to the 

Wharton’s duct, obstruction of sublingual gland, lingual 

nerve injury, recurrences & development of cervical 

ranula. In marsupilization there is unroofing of cyst, 

attaching the edges to neighboring tissue & then the 

cavity is ed with gauze. This treatment is associated with 

high recurrence rate. CO2 laser is done with patient with 

good access to lesion & radiation who cannot tolerate the 

surgery. The treatment of choice is surgical excision [13, 

16, 17] 

CONCLUSION 

Lesions in the floor of the mouth should be handled 

cautiously as there are variety of lesions both benign & 

malignant can raise an alarming situation. Ranula is one 

among the lesions occurring in the lateral part of floor of 

the mouth apart from lipoma, dermoid cyst vascular 

lesions & salivary gland lesions occurring due to rupture 

of the salivary duct. The prognosis of lesions depends 

upon the method of treatment approach adapted. 

Treatment modalities mainly the surgical removal along 

with the excision of the sublingual salivary gland is the 

preferred treatment option compared to marsupilization 

& other approaches as it has little recurrence rate & 

outcome is also better.  
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